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Gonstruction of statuteTransfer of personal propertyPreference by

PressureIntent49 45 Man

By the Manitoba Act 49 45 Every gift conveyance etc

of goods chattels or effects made by person at time

when he is in insolvent circumstances with intent to

defeat delay or prejudice his creditors or to give to any one or

more of them preference over his other creditors oi over any

one or more of them or which has such effect shall as against

them be utterly void

Held Patterson dissenting that the word preference in this

act imports voluntary preference and does not apply to

case where the transfer has been induced by the pressure of

the creditor

Held further that mere demand by the creditor without even

threat of legal proceedings is sufficient pressure to rebut the pre

sumption of preference

The words or which has such effect in the act apply only to case

where that had been done indirectly which if it had been done

directly would have been preference within the statute The

preference mentioned in the act being voluntary preference the

instruments to be avoided as having the effect of preference are

only those which are the spontaneous acts of the debtor Molsons

Bank Halter 18 Can S.C.R 88 approved and followed

Held per Patterson that
any

transfer -by an insolvent debtor which

has the effect of giving one creditor priority over the others in

payment of his debt or which is given with the in1ent that it shall

so operate is void under the statute whether or not it is the

voluntary act of the debtor or given as the result of pressure

PRESENT Sir Ritchie and Strong Fournier Tasche

reau Gwynne and Patterson JJ
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1891
LiFPEAL from decision of the Court of Queen Bench

Man affirming the judgment at the trial of an STEPHENS

interpleader issue in favour of the defendants MCARTHUR

The plaintiff Stephens who carried on business as

wholesale dealer in paints and oils in the city of

Winnipeg under the firm name of Stephens

Co held chattel mortgage on the stock in trade of

Madell Robinson retail firm of painters and paper

hangers in the same city and the goods so mortgaged

had been seized under execution issued on judgment

of the defendants against the said firm The inter-

pleader issue was to try the right to the possession of

these goods

The mortgage to the plaintiff was given on 8th De

cember 1888 under the following circumstances He
had had considerable dealings with Madell Robinson

and at this date he found that their account was getting

too large to carry without security few days before

8th December he weit to see Madell Robinson about

getting security and on their stating that ifthey could

get time to pay their debts until the spring trade

opened they would be able to satisfy all their creditors

the plaintiff agreed to give them time and make fur

ther advances if they would give chattel mortgage

which they agreed to do At the trial there was con

flicting evidence as to whether or not the plaintiff

threatened at that time to sue if security was not

given but it was shown that he had been dunning

them occasionally before that and that he told them at

the time the mortgage was given or shortly after that

he would have issued writ if the security had been

refused

On the 7th December the firm of Madell Robinson

was dissolved Madell retiring and transferring his

interest in the business th s1rs Robinson who carried

Man 496
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1891 it on until 5th February 1889 when she made an

STEPHENS assignment for the general benefit of her creditors

McARTHUR
Prior to this assignment the respondents had obtained

judgment against Madeil Robinson and an execu

tion was placed in the sheriffs hands on 26th .January

1889 The goods in the store of the judgment debtors

having been seized under the execution this inter-

pleader issue was ordered between Stephens as plain

tiff claiming under his chattel mortgage and the

respondents as execution creditors

On this state of facts it is objected on behalf of the

respondents the execution creditors that the chattel

mortgage is void under The Act respecting Assign

ments for the benefit of Creditors as creating

fraudulent prefereflce That section provides as fol

lows

Every gift conveyance assignment or transfer

delivery over or payment of goods cthattels or effects

or of bills bonds notes securities or of shares divi

dends premiums or bonus in any bank company or

corporation or of any other property real or personal

made by person at time when he is in insol

vent circumstances or is unable to pay his debts in

full or knows that he is on the eve of insolvency

with intent to defeat delay or prejudice his credi

tors or to give to any one or more of them prefer

ence over his other creditors or over any one or moreof

them or which has such effect shall as against them

be utterly void

The trial judge held that the chattel mortgage was

not given by the debtors with intent to defeat delay

or prejudice their creditors or to create preference

he held however that it had the effect of creating

preference and was therefore void under the act

49 \Tj 45 Man
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This decision was affirmed by the Court of Queens 1891

Bench The plaintiff appealed to this court STEPHENS

Moss Q.C and Wade for the appellant McA THUR

The Manitoba statute clearly is an act relating to

bankruptcy or insolvency and is void Clarleson

Ontario Bank Reg Chandler

By sec of the act only the assignee can sue If

he refuses or if there is no assignment creditor may
sue by leave of the court

The appellant is within the saving clause The evi

dence shows that he intended to make advances to

Robinson and he gave him time to pay his debt which

is equivalent to an advance Rae McDonald

This court has decided in Molsons Bank Halter

that the intent to delay or give preference must still

be shown in spite of the words or which has such

effect in the statute That being so there was clearly

no such intent in this case The matter of preference

is very fully discussed in Slater Oliver See also

Exparte Ellis Exparte Sheen

Morris Q.C and Elliott for the respondents referred

to Murtlia McKenna

SIR RITOHIE C.J.I entirely concur in the

judgment of my brother Strong in this case and for

the reasons which he has advanced would allow the

appeal

STRONG J.The question raised by this appeal is

one involving the validity as against creditors of

chattel mortgage given to the appellant by firm of

Madell Robinson who were debtors of both the appel

15 Ont App 166 158

Han N.B 556 Oh 797

13 366 Oh 560

18 Can S.C.R 88 14 Or 59

29
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1891 lant and respondents and it is worthy of remark at the

STEPHENS outset that the result of the judgment appealed against

l\IIcARTHS not to avoid this mortgage in favour of the general

body of creditors but merely to substitute the respond-

Strong ents who are execution creditors as creditors having

priority so far as regards the property comprised in the

mortgage over the appellant The debtors having made

an assignment for the benefit of creditors generally the

assignee Mr Wade who was originally made party

to the interpleader proceedings submitted to be barred

and this interpleader issue was then directed to be

tried between the appellant claiming under his chattel

mortgage as plaintiff and the respondents the execu

tion creditors as defendants On the trial of this issue

before Mr Justice Bain without jury the learned

judge found for the respondents and upon an appeal

being taken to the full CourI of Queens Bench the

judgment of Mr Justice Bain was sustained

The specific ground upon which the security is

impeached is that it was preference or had the effect

of preference within the meaning of the Manitoba

act 49 Vic ch 45 sec This enactment is as follows

Every gift conyeyance assignment or transfer delivery over or pay

ment of goods chattels or effects or of bills bonds notes securities or

of shares dividends premiums Or bonds in any bank company or cor

poration or of any other property real or personal made by person

at time when he is in insolvent circumstances or unable to pay his

debts in full or knows that he is on the eve of insolvency with intent

to defeat delay or prejudice his creditors or to give to any one or more

of them preference over his other creditors or over any one or more

of them or which has such effect shall as against them be utterly void

One of the appellants contentions is that this clause

is void as being legislation on the subject of insolvency

and therefore beyond the powers of provincial legis

lature am of opinion however that the appeal may
be decided on other grounds apart altogether from the

question of the constitutional validity of the statute
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Mr Justice G-wynne in this court laid down the same 1891

doctrine and the cases cited in the appellants factum STEPHENS

of Kennedy Freeman Slater Oliver and re
MCARTHUR

Boyd are all to the same effect

StrongAs have said the doctrine had its origin as far

back as the time of Lord Mansfield see Harman Fishar

and Thompson Freeman and the books are full

of cases down to recent times all recognizing the

doctrine and treating it as one necessarily arising from

the primary and natural import of the word pre
ference as meaning voluntary act on the part of the

debtor and therefore as term which is not applicable

to an act brought about by the active influence of the

creditor Two decisions of the Privy Council both

referred to in the appellants factum are so precisely

in point that they seem to me conclusive In the first

The Ban/c of Australasia Harris the words of

statute in the nature of an insolvency act which

avoided acts having the effect of preferring were

identical with those in the present statute and it was

held that this referred to fraudulent preferences oniy

The Jamaica case of Nunes Garter is to the same

effect Both these cases recognize that he word pre
ference or preferring referred to voluntary and

therefore fraudulent preference In the notes to Harman

Fishar in Tudors .L Cases on Mercantile Law

long list of authorities which it would be useless to

quote more particularly is to be found

Then as to what acts are sufficient to constitute pres

sure the decided cases are equally explicit The cases

on this head are also all collected in the book last

referred to and from them it appears that mere

15 Oit App 230 15 Moore 116

158 342

15 Ir 521 See 818 ed 1884

Oowp 117 Tudors on Mercantile

155 Law 818
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1891 demand by the creditor without even threat of much

STEPHENs less resort to legal proceedings is sufficient pressure

to rebut the presumption of preference We need
MOARTHUR

not however dwell longer on this part of the case
Strong inasmuch as both Mr Justice Bain at the trial and the

court on appeal were of opinion that if pressure was

in law sufficient to rebut any inference of fraudulent

preference it was in point of fact sufficiently estab

lished Mr Justice Killam delivering judgment in

appeal says

understand the learned judge intended to find that there was such

pressure as to rebut any presumption of an intent to prefer The

evidence fully warrants such finding This effect of pressure has

been so frequently accepted in this court as not to require to he now

discussed

Then and this perhaps is the main argument relied

on by the respondents it is said that even if there was

no intent to prefer yet the security given had the

ffect of preference within the meaning of those

words as used in the statute In the case of Molsons

Bank Halter have already stated my own

opinion as to the meaning which ought to be placed

on this expression there said that interpreted them

as applying to case in which that had been done

indirectly which if it had been done directly would

have been preference within the statute To this

opinion still adhere and if am correct in this which

is the literal construction it is conclusiveiutbepresent

case

It has however been forcibly argued on this appeal

both in the appellants factum and by his counsel at

the bar that if it is once demonstrated that the word

preference means ex vi termini voluntary preference

then the class of contracts deeds instruments or acts

which are to be avoided as having the effect of pre

18 Can 88
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fereice must also be restricted to such as are spontane- 1891

ous acts or deeds of the debtor This argument appears STEPHENS

to me irresistible and even were it unsupported by MOARTHUR

authority should deem it conclusive of the case But
Strong

in the case of The Banic of Austratasza Harris be-

fore the Privy Council the very same point arose the

difference between the words of the statute the con

struction of which was in question there and the pre

sent statute are immaterial It will be remembered

that the words of the statute in that case which

have already quoted were having the effect of pre

ferring here they are or which has such effect

the relative word such referring to the giving any

one or more of his creditors preference over his

other creditors No reasonable or even sensible dis

tinction can be made between the language of the two

statutes and it therefore follows that we have in this

case of The Bank of Ausiralasia Harris direct an

thoity on this point of construction which we cannot

refuse to follow without repudiating the authority of

our own supreme court of appeal And this same

construction we have again substantially repeated in

the case of Nunes Carter

Therefore it appears that both upon authority and

principle the construction of the statute contended for

by the appellant is that which ought to be adopted

Had it been the intention of the legislature to make

such an alteration of the law as to avoid all transac

tions which might result in giving precedence to active

and diligent creditors who should by pressing their

claims obtain priority over others it can hardly be

supposed in view of the well-established state of the

then existing law to the contrary that such change

wo not have been enunciated in clear and explicit

terms

15 Moo 116 342
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1891 As have already pointed out it is found by both

STEPHENS the courts below that the appellant had no notice of

the insolvency of the debtor but even if it had been
MOARTHUR

otherwise should have considered that inasmuch as

Strong the law as it had been settled in England did not

make securities obtained by creditor in priority to

others fraudulent preference provided it was the

result of pressure even although the creditor had notice

of the debtors insolvency and as this state of the law

had notbeen altered by the statute notice was imma

teriaL

As have arrived at thjs conclusion it is.unnecessary

to notice two other points made by the appellant one

impeaching the7ocus standi of therespondents to attack

the mortgage right which it is contended is given

exclusively to the assignee the other that there was

further advance by the appellant at the time of taking

his security Both of these objections seem to be of

weight but express no opinion as regards either of

them

The appeal should in my opinion be allowed and

judgment entered on the interpleader issue for the

appellant with costs in this court and also in the court

below

FOURNIER and TASOHEREAU JJ.Concurred in the

judgment of Mr Justice Strong for allowing the appeal

GwYNNE J.I cannot pronounce the judgment of

the learned judge who tried the case upon the question

of fact as to the perfect honesty of the transaction as

sailed and the bona fides of the parties to it to be clearly

errroneous and if cannot the established rule of the

court is that should not In other respects also en

tirely concur in the judgment of my brother Strong

to which merely desire to add that in my judgment
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the case is concluded by the judgment of this court in 1891

.Molsons Bank Halter STEPHEiS

MOARTHUR

PATTERSON J.After reviewing the evidence at

Gwynne
some length his Lordship proceeded as follows The

result of all the evidence seems to me very plain

The debtors beiig unable to pay their debts but

having hopes that if they could keep thei creditors

from interfering with their business they might be

able to provide in the long run for paying them trans

fer to one creditor all their assets some by way of

mortgage some viz the book debts by absolute

assignment and some viz the horse both ways the

absolute sale being before the mortgage having an

understanding vague enough and not amounting to

an agreement that he would assist them to keep their

business going He would not have engaged as far as

he did as he tells us if they had not given him the

securityin other words made him better off than the

other creditors The most effective assistance looked

for was evidently the keeping off the other creditors

or as Robinson phrased it when speaking of the book

debts to keep other people from jumping on to them

and to give me the same chance that wanted in the

first placewhich is pretty much to the same effect

as statement of the plaintiff which have already

read when he said Giving me chattel mortgage

would secure me and prevent any other creditors com

ing and seizing every thing and give them time also

to pay them all off The understanding was that

was to take the security and give them all the time

necessary to pay off the other creditors

The respondents obtained judgment against Madell

and Robinson on or before the 26th of .January 1S89

and on that day seized the goods under ft fa and they

18 Cai S.C.R 88
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1891 were as already mentioned sold under the interpleader

STEPHENS order

The mortoao-e is attacked under the followino proMOARTHUR
vision of the statute of Manitoba 49 Vie ch 45 sec

Patterson
Every gift conveyance assignment or transfer delivery over or

payment of goods chattels or effects or o.f bills bonds notes securi

ties or of shares dividends premiums or bonus in
any bank corn-

pany or corporation or of any other property real or personal made

by person at time when he is in insolvent circumstances or is

unable to pay his debts in full or knows that he is on the eve of in

solvency with intent to defeat delay or prejudice his creditors or to

give to any one or more of them preference over his other creditors

or over any one or more of them or which has such effect shall as

against them be utterly void

It has been held to be invalid by the unanimous

judgment of the Court of Queens Bench in that pro
vince as having the effect of giving preference to

the appellant over the other creditors of Madell and

Robinson

There were two objections taken to the mortgage
under the act respecting chattel mortgages both of

which were think properly overruled in the court

below One was to the description of the goods but

the description satisfies the statute as already de
cided in this court The other was based upon the

circumstance that the mortgage was given in part

to secure the amount of current promissory notes the

conteiition being that the consideration ought so far as

thaamount is concerned to have been dilThrently

stated and consequent upon that that there ought to

have been different affidavit of bonafides But the

security was not taken against the liability of the mort

gagee as indorser of the notes The amount of those

notes was debt directly due to the mortgagee as

much as the amount of the overdue notes or of that

part of the amount which had never been covered by
note promise to pay debt at future day does

not alter the nature of the debt
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We have therefore to consider only the statute of 49 1891

Vie oh 45 and the questions under it are Was the STEPHENS

mortgage made with intent to give the mortgagee MOAHUR
preference over other creditors or had it such effect2

PattersonJ
In the first place what is preference

In investigating the meaning and force of that word

as used in this Manitoba statute it is said that we are

not at liberty to look beyond the construction applied

by this court to the same word in statute of the pro

vince of Ontario in the recent case of Moisons Bank

Hatter If that position is correct we must un
derstand the preference dealt with by the statute as

being the voluntary and spontaneous act of the debtor

uninfluenced by pressure even to the extent of re

quest on the part of the creditor As expressed in that

case by one of my learned brothers

To constitute preference it the transfer of property must

have been given by the insolvent of his own mere motion and as

favour or bounty proceeding voluntarily from himself

With great respect for the opinions of my learned

brothers who formed the majority of the court at the

hearing of Molsons Bank Halter venture to think

reconsideration of the question desirable nor do

perceive any sufficient reason for treating the

judgment in that case even if the views alluded to

had been those of the whole court as making it our

duty to apply the same construction to this Manitoba

statute The two statutes are no doubt very much

alike but in Moisons Bank Halter there were

several questions that do not arise in the case before us

One of them turned on the relation of the mortgagor

in the impeache mortgage towards his mortgagee

It was held upon the facts of the case that those per

sons were not debtor and creditor and it was further

held that the statute avoided preferential transfers

18 Can SOB 88
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1891 oniy when made by debtor to his creditor That de

STEPHENS cision took the case altogether Out of the statute and

MOARTHUR.made the discussion of the word preference uuneces

sary for the disposal of the appeal
Patterson

But take it to be indisputable that as matter bf

principle the reasons given by the court for its judg
ment in any case may properly be reconsidered and if

found to be erroneous corrected when similar ques
tion arises in another case Whether that can be done

by an ultimate court of appeal such as the House of

Lords may perhaps not be free from question We
have the opinion of Lord Campbell expressed in

Bright Hutton and in Beamish Bearn.ish in

one direction and that of Lord St Leonards in Wilson

Wilson taking the opposite view while in the last

named case Lord Brougham spoke of the question as

questio vexata The reasons on which theopinion of Lord

Campbell is founded apply only to the court of last

resort and the power of every other judicial tribunal

to correct an error if it has fallen into one in subse

quently applying the law to other cases is recognised

in express terms particularly by Lord St Leonards

had occasion.to consider the doctrine in re Hall

where referred to the cases have now cited with

other authorities Instances illustrating the point are

often met with One of them is afforded by the cas

Ex parte Griffith in which the Courtof Appeal de

parted from the rule of decision which had obtaine

in series of cases beginning with Ex parte Tempest

shall have to notice those cases more fully by
and by as proceed with the consideration of the

question What is preference within the meaning of

the Manitoba statute

Cas 341 Ont App 135

Cas 274 23 Cli 69

Cas 49 Oh App 70
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To one reading the statute the word does not seem 1891

hard to understand yet it is urged that under the ap- STEPHENS

parent simplicity of the expression there lurks hid
MCARTHUR

den qualification man whose mind is unwarped

by legal subtleties and who reads the statute in order
Patterson

to learn and be governed by its provisions will in

stinctively act on the golden rule of construction and

give to the language its ordinary grammatical mean

ing The word preference will not be to him an

unfamiliar term in the vocabulary of business life

Preference shares in railway and other companies and

preferred creditors in insolvency or winding-up pro

ceedings he will probably know as subjects of legis

lation if not in more practical way The clause of

the Manitoba statute now before us is reproduction

with some recent variations of one enacted in the

province of Canada over thirty years ago and

adopted in Manitoba where it was more than once re

enacted It contained the word preference in the

same sense as in the present clause and had

also proviso excepting from its operations assign

ments made by debtors for the purpose of paying

and satisfying ratably and proportionably and with

out preference or priority all the creditors of such

debtor their just debts Preference and priority

mean in these instances pretty much the same thing

One man gets paid in priority to another or the other

may get nothing at all That is the sense in which

the word is employed this statute and it is the

ordinary force of the word as used in our legislation

as for example in the Ontario assessment laws which

make the taxes special lien on land having prefer

ence over any claim

22 Vie 96 19 38 Vie 59 Man
e.26s 18 1877 e.118 M.e 37s.96 48 Vie 17

123 Man
1887 193 137
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1891 But we are told that in this Manitoba statute it does

STEPHENs not mean that It is argued that to give one creditor

an advantae over the others in respect of the assets
MOARTHUR

of his debtor is not within the meaning of the statute

Patterson
to give him preference unless it is done by the

voluntary and spontaneous act of the debtor This is

different thing from the intent which under this

law has usually been construed as the same word is

construed in the statute 13 Eliz ch and which

from the date of WOod Dixie through nearly all

of the last half century has given rise to so many con

tests The contention is that the word preference

by its own proper force involves and in this statute

expresses the idea of spontaneity on the part of the

debtor who gives the preference entirely dissent

from this suggestion regard it as unwarranted by

anyfhing necessarily conveyed by the word itself

as palpably opposed to the purpose of the statute and

as unsupported by the correct understanding of any

English authority

The term fraudulent preference as used in con

nection with the administration of English bankruptcy

law was not found in any statute it was term

adopted by the courts to designate an act by which

One creditor obtained an advantage over the others

when two things concurred first that the act was

voluntary on the part of the debtor and secondly

that it was done in contemplation of bankruptcy

The word prçference in this compound term was

ised in the sense which attribute to it in the Mani

toba statute and it was held to be fraudulent when

the two things have mentioned concurred Then

came the Bankruptcy Act 1869 and afterwards the

Bankruptcy Act 1883 Each of those acts contained

892
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clause which was section 92 of the former and section 1891

48 of the latter act that STEPHENS

Every conveyance by aiìy person unable to pay
his debts as MOAHUR

they become due from his own money in favour of any creditor

with view of giving such creditor preference over the other credi- Pattemon

tors shall if the person making the same is adjudged bankrupt on

bankruptcy petition presented within three months after the date of

making the same be deemed fraudulent and void as against the

trustee in bankruptcy

This enactment encountered the inertia that is in

duced in the judicial mind by long following par

ticular line of thought It was at first held that it left

the law unaltered and that the preference forbidden

by it was merely the old fraudulent preference of the

judicial decisions which as have said was never de

fined by statute and which included as one of its in

gredients the voluntary and spontaneous action ofthe

debtor It was so laid down in Ex parte Tem/est

in 1870 James L.J speaking in that case of the old

law said

The principle is that in order to constitute fraudulent preference

the act niust be the rpontaneous act of the debtor not originating in

demand or some other step of the cieditor

And again

The motive of giving security is always to make the second credi

tor safe and better off than other creditors The question is What is

the motive of that motive

And further on
It is said however that the Bankruptcy Act 1869 sec 92 alters the

law and makes an application by the creditor immaterial It appears

to me that to make that section apply the transaction must be one

which would have been an act of fraudulent preference under the

old law

In Ex pane Topham in 1873 the Court of Appeal

considered that the Chief Judge had given perfectly

accurate description of the state of the law when he

said that
Ch App 70 Ch A1p 614
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1891 Unless it can be made clearly apparent and to the satisfaction of the

court which has to decide that the debtors sole motive was to prefer the
rEPHEJS

creditor paid to the other creditors the payment cannot be impeached

MOARTHUR even though it be obviously in favour of creditor

Patterson In the case of Butcher Stead which was before

the House of Lords in 1875 the question decided was

that provision of section 92 saving the rights of

purchaser payee or incumbrancer in good faith and

for valuable consideration extended to protect person

who received payment as creditor Lord Selborne

disapproving of the construction thus put upon the

statute and expressing fear that the decision opened

wide door to frauds upon the bankrupt law The

decision does not bear upon the present discussion but

Lord Cairns in the course of his judgment used lan

guage which may seem to do so He said

The act appears to have left the question of pressure as it stood

under the old law and indeed the word preference implying an

act of free will would of itself make it necessary to consider whether

pressure
had or had not been used and this appears to have been the

opinion of the Lords Justices in the case of Exparte Topham

It may be presumptuous to question the dictum of so

eminent jurist as Lord Cairns even as to the mean

ing of an English word but humbly submit that the

word preference does not ex vi lermini imply an

act of free will anl that if the free will or voluntary

act of the debtor is to be understood as an ingredient

of the preference dealt with by these statutes that un

drstanding must be derived elsewhere than from the

word preference itself The word prefer is no

doubt appropriate to denote an act of the mind or the

state of ones affections or choice and possibly that

may be the sense in which it is most frequently

used in everyday conversation hut that is

only one application of its meaning which is liter

ally to bear or carry before or to give the object of the

L.R ILL 839 Ch App 614
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preference place before some other We may safely 1891

appeal to the authorised version of the scriptures as STEPHENS

standard of accuracy as well as of elegance in the use

of our language We there find the word sometimes
PattersonJ

expressive of choice as when Timothy is charged
to do certain things without preferring one before

another doing nothing by partiality But it is more
usual to find the word denoting only relative position

as in the Baptists announcement After me corneth

man who is preferred before me and when it is

said that This Daniel was preferred before the presi

dents and princes In other versions the same

meaning is conveyed by different word In Bezs
latin translation of the passage from St John we have

anteponoPone me venit vir qui antepositus est mihi

In the vulgate we find ante with facio.Qui post

me venturus est ante me factus est The revised version

has it After me cometh man which .s become be
fore me In the passage from Daniel the vulgate

uses the verb supero.Igitur Daniel superabat omnes

principes et satrapas And in the revised version it

is This laniel was distinguished above the presi
dents and satraps

In this sense it seems plain to my understanding
the word prefer is used fl these statutes and in every

place where it occurs in the judgments cited it con

veys the idea of giving one creditor position more

advanced than the others or precedence in relation

to the payment of his debt In short as before re

marked the words preference and priority are

almost if not altogether interchangeable

When the English courts read into the new clause

of the Bankruptcy Acts the old doctrines touching
fraudulent preference they pursued course of reason

Tim 21 John 1530
Dan VI
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1891 ing inapplicable to our statutes and to our conditions

STEIIISNS We are not dealing with bankrupt law but if we

MCARTHUR.\Tere we should still rememberthat the English bank

ruptcy system under which independently of statute

Patterson
law the old doctrines and formuhe had been estab

lished was not part of our jurisprudence We may

say of their rule of interpretation as applied to our

statute adopting language used by Lord Hobhouse in

Bdnk of TorontO Lambe that it would run

counter to the common understanding of men on this

subject which is one main clue to the meaning of the

legislature But the construction given to the clause

of the Bankruptcy Acts of 1869 and 1883 in Ex pane

Tempest and other cases was after whilechallenged

and as far as it dealt with the force of the word pre
fOrence was abandoned

The judicial inertia was at length overcome

Ex parte Griffith was decided in the Court of Ap
peal in February 1883 by judges all of whom had

gone on the bench after the act of 1869 had come into

force They were Jessel M.R and Lindley and Bowen

JJ The principlessettlOd by their decision are thus

concisely stated in the head note of the report

In determining whether transaction amounts to fraudulent pre

ference the court ought now to have regard simply to the statutory

definition contained in section 92 of the Bankruptcy Act 1869

The decisions on the subject before the act may be useful as guides

but the standards laid down in them must not be substituted for that

which is laid down in the act

It was thus no longer held to be essential to the

invalidity of transaction that it was the spontaneous

act of the debtor or that his sole motive must be the

intent to prefer the particular creditor

It will be useful to quote one or two observations

made by the judges in delivering their opinions It

12 App Cas 575 582 Oh App .70

23 Oh 69
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would be instructive to read the whole of what was 1891

said by the Master of the Rolls lut shall confine STEPHENS

myself to one passage MOARTHUR
think it far better that we should in all these cases look to the

Patterson
intention of the clause in the act and not entangle ourselves in an

enquiry as to the precise views and intentions of the parties in order

to see what was the motive of the transaction and what the law was

before the statute

Lindley L.J said

What we have to consider is the true construction of section 92

emphatically protest against being led away from the words of the

section by any argument that the standard which the legislature has

laid down is equivalent to the standard of the old law

Some remarks of Bowen L.J are particularly worthy
of note

should like to pause he said in the current of judicial decisions

for the last fifteen years on the subject of fraudulent preference and

to take note so to say of the loSition in which the court finds itself

in relation to this subject Everybody knows that originally there

was no express sttutory enactment in regard to fraudulent preference

But from the time of Lord Mansfield down to 1869 the courts con

sidered that certain transfers of property were frauds upon the bark

rupt law though there was no statutory enactment on the subject

Then came the Bankruptcy Act of 1869 and in that act it was for the

first time explained what was meant by fraudulent preference and

the act uses very definite language Now what is the method that

has been pursued by judicial decisions since think it is very un
fortunate do not say that it has led to anywrong decision but

think that it has had tendency to draw ones mind away from the

true question The first thing which the courts did was to discuss the

question whether the act had altered the old law and introduced an

entirely new law and they came to the conclusion that it had not

altered the old law Then began what may call the old metaphysical

exploration of the motives of people The courts first adopted sup
posed verbal equivalent for the words of the statute and then pursued

the old enquiries as to what were the deductions that followed from

the adoption of this verbal equivalent and so we have been drawn

into questions of pressure and volition and at length in the present

case have got into discussion to what is the motive of motive

whatever that may mean think it is wiser policy to go back asI

do in humble spirit to the words of the statute and without discuss

30%
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1891 ing motives of motives enquiie whether the transaction was entered

into with view to give one creditor preference over the other
STEPHENS

referred to this case of Ex parte GriffIth in case

MCARTHUR.0f Brayley Ellis in which took part in the

Patterso.nJ.Ontarjo Court of Appeal in 1884 and cited also Ex

parte Hill re Bird whiöh was decided shortly after

the Griffith case and then expressed the opinion

which still hold that with those decisions before us

we were at liberty to give effect to the plain language

of similar statute to the one before us without fear

of coming into conflict with rules or supposed rules

of decision in the English courts Some of my col

leagues in the Court of Appeal did not take quite the

same view as did of the effect of Ex parte Griffith

which had been decided after the argument of the

case of Brayley Ellis but flndthe decision to

gether with that in Ex pane Hill spoken of in the

third edition of the Messrs Williams Treatise on Bank

ruptcy published in 1884 as having considerably

shaken the rules laid down in former cases as appli

cable to fraudulent preferences he authors also re

mark that for some time prior even to the decision in

Exparte GriffIth there had been tendency to depart

from the old notion that bonÆfide demand negatived

preference and to disregard pressure and demands

unless the position of the debtor was such that the

demand or pressure might really influence him citing

two or three cases on the point

The sensible and practical rule laid down in Ece

parte Griffith for administering the clause of the Bank

ruptcy Act understand to have ever since been

recognised as the proper rule In Ex parle Taylor

in 1886 an attempt was made to carry it too far It

was argued that if creditor was in fact preferred the

23 Ch 69 23 Oh 695

fl Ont App 565 590 236

18 295
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motives of the debtor in giving him the preference 1891

were not to be enquired into but that as it was pointed STEPHENS

out by the Court of Appeal would be to strike out of
MOARTHU

the section the words referring to the intent Lord

Esher MR in the course of his observations remarked
Patterson

that

It has been said that the court must be satisfied that the prefer

ring of the creditor was the predominant view of the debtorthat if he

acted from mixed motives the court must find out which was the pre
dominant view in his mind That no doubt is so though should have

been content to say that the payment must have been made with

view of preferring the creditor What is meant by with view

It isthe same thing as with an intent

It is impossible to lay down any exhaustive rule the court must

judge from the particular facts of each case whether the debtor did

make the payment with view or intent of preferring the creditor

Lindley L.J said

Regard must be had to the view with which the payment was

made is impossible to infer the debtors view

from the mere fact that the creditor was preferred

And Lopes L.J
The mere fact of making preferential payment is not fraudulent

preference The substantial motive of the debtor in making it must be

looked at If the substantial motive is to prefer the creditor the pay
ment is fraudulent preference If the substantial motive is reforma

tion for wrong or to avoid evil consequences to the debtor himself

the payment is not fraudulent preference

The rule seems to be settled that in order to save

preferential payment or transfer under section 48 of

the Bankruptcy Act of 1883 something more must be

done than merely to show that the transaction was

not the spontaneous act of the debtor creditor can

not come as Jessel M.R described the creditors as

coming in Exparle Griffith arid as it seems to me the

creditor came in this case saying Cant you give

me preference and asking the debtor to assign pro

perty to him to secure his debt What more has to

be shown must depend on the circumstances of the

fl 23 Oh 69
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1891 case In Ex parte Taylor the payment was held to

STEPHENS have been made without any view of preferring the

creditors but with the sole intent of avertino
MCARTHUR

threatened exposure of the debtor But motive of

Patterson
that sort will not be found by inference or suggestion

For example it will not do to show that you have

done something for which you are liable to prosecu

tion unless you go further and prove that you were

threatened with proceedings That was decided in

1889 in.Ex pane Boyd son had received 1000
on behalf of company of which his father was pro

moter and principal shareholder and had not accounted

for the money He transferred shares in the company

to his father who paid off the 1000 It was held by

divisional court that there being no evidence of any

criminal proceedings having been contemplated against

the debtor in respect of his alleged defalcations and

the father being aware of the debtors insolvent condi

tion the transaction was rightly set aside

The English courts have thus receded from the notion

that the term fraudulent preference as defined by

the bankruptcy decisions is the equivalent of the word

preference in section 48 used as it is used there

without the qualifying adjective but repeat that we
are not dealing with bankrupt law and that the

English Jankruptcy system never was the law of

Ontario or Manitoba There is nothing in the Mani

toba statute to require or justify the qualification which

we are asked to apply to the word preference as in

thecase of the Ban/c of Australasia Harris where

the word was held to be qualified by the effect of other

parts of the statute in which it occurred Our duty is

to interpret our statute by giving to the language in

which the legislative will is expressed its natural force

Preference so understood means an advantage given

18 Q.B.D 295 Morrells Bky Cases 209

15 Moore 97
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to or obtained by one creditor over others it is not 1891

uncommon to find these words preference and ad- STEPHENs

vantage used one for the other Thus James L.J in MOARTHUR

Ex pane Tempest speaks of one creditor getting an
PattersonJ

advantage over the others or being better off than the

others and in very recent case In re SIegg Lord

Justice Bowen paraphrases undue preference by

undue advantage

The plaintiff Stephens obtained by his mortgage an

advantage over the other creditors He was made bet

ter off than any of them for he got everything and

left nothing for the rest The mortgage had the effect

of giving him preference and therefore by the plain

words of thestatüte it void as gaiu.t the othe

creditors

am further ofopiniori that the mortgage was made

with intent to give the motgagee preference al

though as it had such effect the statute dispenses

with the necessity for euquiring into the intent

Let us realise what the transaction was as shown by

the account given by the plaintiff and by Robin

son and with the additional light afforded by the

dealing with the book debts

The plaintiff Stephens the largest creditor had given

orders not to renew any more of the paper of the firm

so that if other creditors seemed inclined to push mat

ters he might save himself No one should get

ference over him Then he tells the debtors that some

thing must be done Three courses are talked of viz

the plaintiff may sue for his claim large part of which

Was however not ripe for suit or the debtors may

make an assignment for all their creditors alike

or they may give the pIailltiff preference by rnort

gaging all their assets to him

The three courses are practically only two because

Ch App 70 25 505 510
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1891 under this Manitoba statute.a debtor who is sued can

STEPHENS by making an assignment place all his creditors on an

i1cma equal footing The choice offered was therefore to as-

sign for the equal benefit of all or to give preference
Patterson

to the plaintiff over all the others When Mr Robin

son says that on an assignment the creditors would not

have realised over ten or fifteen cents in the dollar he

differs widely from the plaintiff who paid 55 cents

and was prepared to bid 75 at the sheriffs sale He

doubtless bases his estimate on the idea of the stock

being brought at once to the hammerbut that is not

necessary consequence of an assignment See iater

Badenach in this court If an assignment had

been made the creditors might be trusted to look after

their own interests The choice was made and it was

to make the mnrtgage or in other words to give the

preference to the plaintiff It would be childish to

argue and do no.t think it has been argued that man

who conveys everything that he has to one creditor

does not do so with intent that that creditor shall be

better off than the rest We must .not confound intent

with wish or desire and there is less danger of our do

ing so than when the doctrine of spontaneity obtained

But while the object and design of giving the secur

ity was that the one creditor should be secured and

that the others should run all the risks was there not

some other motive that predominated and to which the

making of the mortgage ought to be ascribed

It is the same question put by Lord Justice James

in Ex parte Tempest in 1870 and dealt with in the

vigoious judgment of Lord Justice Bowen in Ex pane

Griffith in 1883the question of the motive of

motive

person who conveys all his property to one of his

creditors leaving nothing within the reach of the

10 Can 296 Oh App 70

23 Oh 69
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others will be apt to find it more difficult to assign 1891

plausible motive for his act if he desires it to appear STEPNs

to have been done with an intent other than the intent
MOARTHUR

to give the preference which he has given than if one
Patterson

piece of property were transferred or charged leaving

other property free or payment made which took

only part of his means

This question of motives necessarily envolves an en

quiry into the action of certain influences on some

bodys mind Whose mind have we to discuss in this

case The debtors and mortgagors were Madell and

Eliza Robinson but Eliza had no mind of her own in

cOnnection with the businessher own deposition

proves thatand Madell the partner who was the

tradesman and attended to the out-door work was

leaving the concern and taking $100 with him
Robinson who is spoken of as carrying on the

business in the name of his wife under whose power
of attorney he acted tells us that as the sole member

of the new firm of Robinson Co the wife car

ried on the business in his name It seems that he is

the only person whose motives we can discuss He

may have been sanguine enough to believe that with

time to work out the problem the fortunes of the

business could be retrieved the creditors all paid and

something left That hope must have been seen to

have been unfounded when the affairs were analysed

in connection with the trial but assuming it to have

existed when he decided on giving the mortgage in

place of making an assignment its influence must

have been due to the prospect of something remain

ing after paying the debts iather than to solicitude

for the creditors The assignment would have suited

the creditors better But Robinsons plans required

that the creditors should be kept off and the mortgage

was the only way to do that It left the book debts
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1891 exposed and they were accordingly assigned to the

STEPHENS plaintiff under the circumstances already detailed the

MCARTHUR.exPlanations given being as we have seen not entirely

free from confusion and discrepancy It was necessary
Paltersoii

also that some help should be given to keep any life

in the business Stephens agreed it may he said

though there was no definite agreement to help them

but how He would sell them such goods as they

required and as he had provided they paid him

promptlyon the usual terms of thirty days crediL

He advanced $200 or thereabouts and he took an

absolate assignment of $400 or $500 worth of good

acco.unts The precise relation between that assign

ment and the advances of money is involved in some

confusion hut it is impossible to read what the plain

tiff and Hobinson say about the book debts without

plainly perceiving that the main objectwe may
even say the avowed objectwas to keep

those accounts out of the reach of the other

creditors That design governed the whole trans

action for it was one scheme throughout It is

not difficult to gather it from what is said about the

mortgage though not so plainly put as when the ac

counts are spoken of We should in my opinion fail

to give its due effect to the statute if we should affirm

the good faith of this transaction and hold the motive

to keep the creditors at bay while the debtors made

the speculative and not very hopeful attempt to bring

up their lee way sufficient to sustain this pledge and

conveyance of the whole of their property to the one

creditor Were there after all two motives domi

nant and secondary one It seems to me that we

describe the same motive whether we say it was to

prefer the one to the others or to postpone all the

others to the one

It was urged on behalf of the respondents in
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connection with-a branch of the case which have 1891

not yet touched viz the legislative authority of STEPHENS

the province to pass the act in question that if the

act was ultra vires the rights of the parties would
PattersonJ

have to be tested under provision of an act passed

in 1885 which declared that every conveyance

made by an insolvent person or one unable to

pay his debts in full with intent to defeat or delay

his creditors or any of them or to give any one of

them preference over the others should be void as

against creditors saving as already noticed assign

ments for the benefit of all the creditors This follows

the law of Tipper Canada and Ontario which last ap

peared in the Revised Statutes of 1877 but with

difference As far as they dealt with preferential

transfers the statutes were alike and what have said

about the intent to prefer in this case apart from

the effect applies under the act of 1885 as well as un
der that of 1886 But the difference between the Man

itoba act of 1885 and the Ontario or Tipper Canada law

was in the other particular of defeating or delaying

creditors The Upper Canada and Ontario law was

held to be in this respect like the statute of 13 Eliz

ch and not to avoid conveyance to creditor even

though it defeated or delayed other creditors and was

made with intent so to do The Manitoba reproduc

tions of the statute seem designed to avoid that

construction by introducing the words or any Qf

themmaking the intent to defeat or delay any of-the

creditors as fatal as the intent to defeat or delay all of

them These words or any of them do not appear in

the act of 1886 in connection with the defeating or

delaying or prejudicing the creditors wherefore under

that act we have to discuss only the question of the

48 17 123 38 59 C.S.M

1877 118 37 96 17 123
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1891 preference But if the validity of the mortgage had to

STEPHENS be tested under the act of 1885 should without hesi

tation hold it to have been made with intent to delayMCARTHUR
the creditors other than the mortgagee as well as with

Patterson
intent to give preference

Regarding the authority of the provincial legislature

to pass the act in question have merely to say that

retain the views expressed respecting the cognate
act of the Ontario Legislature in Edgar Gentral

Ban/c

In my opinion the appeal should be dismissed

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitor for appellant Wade

Solicitor for respondents Elliott

15 Ont App 202


